18 September 2020

Pay Calculation Results
Overview
Introduction

This guide provides the procedures for navigating and understanding Pay
Calculation Results in Direct Access (DA). It also provides the
procedures for identifying and navigating through an off-cycle pay
calendar in DA.
SPO users should use the following procedures to audit and verify pay
transactions submitted on members. It is recommended that users review
the Terminology in DA Knowledge Base before proceeding.

Tax Deferment

Per ALCOAST 329/20, the employee portion of the Old Age, Survivors,
and Disability Insurance (OASDI) segment of the Federal Insurance
Contribution Act (FICA) tax will be deferred for the months of Sep, Oct,
Nov, and Dec 2020. These deferred payments will be collected from
paychecks issued in Jan, Feb, Mar, and Apr 2021.

Helpful Links

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Coast Guard Pay Manual, COMDTINST M7220.29 (series)
Wisdom Wednesday: Pay Calculation Results Part 1, April 2019
Wisdom Wednesday: Pay Calculation Results Part 2, May 2019
ALSPO B/19: Auditing Standard Pay Transactions (April 2019)
DA Knowledge Base
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18 September 2020

Pay Calculation Results
Introduction

This section provides the procedures for navigating and understanding
Pay Calculation Results in Direct Access (DA).

Importance of
Reviewing Pay
Calculation
Results

Pay Calculation Results display a member’s pay for any given pay
calendar. The data displayed in Pay Calculation Results is a direct result
of pay transactions submitted by SPOs.
Pay is recalculated every night with the exception of Thursday (DA
maintenance and system upgrades are performed Thursday evenings).
This is important to know because any transaction submitted can be
verified the next day to ensure it processed correctly. By reviewing
transactions, any potential pay errors may be identified and corrected
prior to finalization.
Direct Access finalizes payroll once per pay calendar also known as a
pay period. Finalizing the pay calendar means the Pay Calculation
Results earnings and deductions that were present on the day of finalize
are closed out and reflect what the member will receive on payday.
However, any day prior to finalization, if a transaction was input
incorrectly, it may be corrected or adjusted.
Once a pay calendar is finalized, any submitted pay transaction or
corrections made will NOT change the Pay Calculation Results for that
pay calendar. After finalization, documentation is electronically
submitted to the U.S. Treasury. Any transactions submitted after
finalization will be processed as a retro-active adjustment on a future pay
calendar (see Steps 12 – 15).

Procedures

Step
1

See below.

Action
Select Pay Calculation Results from the Pay Processing Shortcuts pagelet.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
2

Action
Enter the member’s Empl ID and click Search.

NOTE: The search may be narrowed by entering a specific Calendar Group ID
or part of a Calendar Group ID. For example, C119 in the Calendar Group ID
will only yield results for the calendar year 2019 (See Step 3 for a breakdown
of the Calendar Group ID).

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
3

Action
Select the appropriate Calendar Group ID or Payment Date from the Search
Results.
A breakdown of the Calendar Group ID is shown below. For example, the
Calendar Group ID C119051:
• C1 indicates Coast Guard
• 19 indicates the year (i.e. 2019)
• 05 indicates the month (i.e. May)
• 1 indicates an end-month calendar, 0 indicates a mid-month calendar

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
4

Action
The Pay Calculation Results will display for the selected Calendar Group ID.
There are 4 tabs associated with the Pay Calculation Results. This first tab,
Calendar Group Results, is used to consolidate information from different
Direct Access (DA) locations and pay transactions for a given pay calendar.
Take note of the number of rows on the Segment Information by Calendar
group. If there are more than 2 rows on a mid-month calendar or more than
3 rows on an end-month calendar, this indicates retro-adjustments
occurred on this calendar (retro-adjustments could have occurred through SPO
transactions or PPC intervention). In this example, we can already determine
there were no retro-adjustments made to this calendar since this end-month
calendar only shows 3 rows.
NOTE: A useful tool under the Calendar Group Results tab is the Retro
Calculation Deltas. This link is used to identify delayed payments to Active or
Reserve members for previous pay calendars. For more information on
researching an Active or Reserve delay in pay, the Understanding Reserve Pay
Processing user guide.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
5

6

Action
Holding the cursor over the member’s name will display the member’s name,
employee ID number, permanent unit, and contact information as listed in DA.

Click the Earnings and Deductions tab. The Calendar ID displayed will be
the Absence Entitlement calendar, this is not the most current calendar. To
select the most recent calendar, click Last within the Calendar Information
group.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
7

Action
The most current Calendar ID will be displayed. The current pay calendar will
begin with CG ACT 20XXXXXX or CG RSV 20XXXXXX.
• CG ACT or CG RSV – identifies the pay calendar as Active Duty or Reserve
• 20XX – identifies the pay calendar year
• MXX – identifies the pay calendar month (i.e. M03 = March)
• E – end-month pay calendar or
• M – mid-month pay calendar
For example, CG ACT 2019M05E is an Active Duty pay calendar for endmonth May 2019 (covers period 05/16/19 – 05/31/19) or CG RSV 2019M04M
is a Reserve pay calendar for mid-month April 2019 (covers period 04/01/19 –
04/15/19).
The Pay Group is also identified under calendar information. USCG indicates
the Active Duty pay group, USCG RSV indicates the Reserve pay group (for
more information on understanding Reserve pay and the Reserve pay group, see
the Understanding Reserve Pay Processing user guide).
Click View All to display the entire list of Element Results under Earnings and
Deductions.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
8

Action
The information found on this tab will be the primary source when reviewing
pay calculation results and/or researching a pay issue. All the earnings and
deductions for this pay calendar will be displayed.
The number of earnings and deductions elements will vary (sometimes greatly)
between members depending on the member’s component (i.e. Active Duty vs
Reserve), their entitlements, and how many deductions are associated with their
pay record.
Earnings are grouped together in alphabetical order; deductions are also
grouped together in alphabetical order.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
9

Action
All the Earnings added together will total the Gross Result Value. The totalled
deductions (see Note), subtracted from the Gross Result Value results is the Net
Result Value. The Net Result Value is the amount the member is expected to
see deposited into their account.
NOTE: When adding up the deductions, do not include Medicare ER or
OASDI ER. These are employer contributions and are not deducted from the
member’s Gross Result Value (Gross Pay).

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
Action
9
In this example, the member’s total earnings are $3,042.08. The member’s
(cont.) total deductions (remember, do not include employer contributions) are
$2,327.09 for a Net Result Value of $714.99.

Total Earnings = 3042.08

Total Deductions = 2327.09

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
10

Action
The table below provides a brief description of each of the columns found on
the Element Results tab under the Earning and Deductions section:
Field
Description
Element Type
Indicates whether the element is an
earning or deduction.
Element Name
An abbreviated name of the earning
or deduction.
Amount
The amount paid/deducted during
this pay calendar.
Description
A long description of the element.
Instance
Displays a number. This number
will coincide with an Element
Assignment by Payee (EABP), if one
exists.
Slice Begin Date
The first date within the pay period
the element is earned or deducted.
This is generally the first day of the
pay period but may fall somewhere
within the pay period depending on
when it was earned or deducted. For
example, a Reservist who started
Active Duty orders on May 22, 2019
will see a Slice Begin Date of
05/22/2019.
Slice End Date
The last date within the pay period
the element is earned or deducted.
This is generally the last day of the
pay period but may fall somewhere
within the pay period depending on
when the entitlement was stopped or
no longer deducted. For example, a
Reservist who ended Active Duty
orders on May 28, 2019 will see a
Slice End Date of 05/28/2019.
Resolution Details
When the link is selected, certain
elements will display additional
information (i.e. Lump Sum Leave
will show the amount of days sold).

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
11

Action
Click the Components tab under Earnings and Deductions. This tab provides a
simplified version of the Element Results tab. If the member sold leave, the
daily rate of each day sold and the number of days sold will be displayed here.
For example, this member sold 60 days of leave at a rate of $269.13 per day for
a total of $16,147.80.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
12

Action
Click the Retro Adjustments tab under Earnings and Deductions. This tab can
be extremely useful in determining if any earnings or deductions affecting the
selected pay calendar were approved with effective dates prior to the current
pay calendar.
Retro payments are easily identifiable by the Element Name beginning with
DELTA. The retro payment will be displayed in the Calculation Adjustment
column and may display as a positive or negative number (see chart below for
an explanation of the amounts).
Element
Positive Amount
Negative Amount
Type
Earnings
Amount paid to member
Amount deducted from
(ex. DELTA IDT 566.10)
member
(ex. DELTA BAH -566.10)
Deductions
Amount deducted from
Amount paid to member
member (ex. SGLI 28.00)
(ex. SGLI -28.00)
For example, this Reserve member performed a single IDT drill on March 22
and 2 multiple IDT drills on April 9-10 but they weren’t approved until April
19th resulting in the member being paid on the current pay period for previous
pay periods’ entitlements.
Click the Adjustment Detail link to view details of the retro adjustment.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
13

Action
The Delta Details will display for the selected Element Name. Click View All
(if there is more than one entry).

14

The Source Calendar ID is the pay calendar the approved transaction affected
even though the member was paid on the current pay calendar. In this example,
the member was paid for IDT drills performed in end-month March and midmonth April pay calendars but wasn’t paid until the end-month April pay
calendar.
Click Return to return to Retro Adjustments.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
15

Action
Another common Retro Adjustment seen is DELTA BAH. A correction was
required to this member’s BAH entitlement that affected the January midmonth calendar. Because some corrections to BAH require the original
transaction to be deleted and the correct transaction created, all the periods from
the correction forward are affected (even if the entitlement didn’t change those
months). When the transaction was deleted, it created a debt of $7535.40.
Once the correction was entered, it created a credit of $8,526.90. (Remember,
when deleting pay transactions like BAH, the correcting transaction needs to be
entered and approved within the same day, preferably within 10 minutes of the
deletion.)
Click Adjustment Detail to see the affected pay calendars and the authorized
entitlement.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
Action
15
The Source Calendar ID is the pay calendar the approved transaction affected
(cont.) even though the member was paid on the current pay calendar. In this example,
the member was credited for BAH going back to the January mid-month
calendar through the mid-month May calendar (the BAH entitlement for the
current end-month May calendar is not a retro adjustment; therefore, it will be
listed under the Element name BAH).
Click Return to return to Retro Adjustments.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
16

Action
Click the Deduction Arrears tab under Earnings and Deductions. Any
deduction arrears will display here. Active Duty members will rarely have
information populated here due to the continuous running of Active Duty pay.

This area is generally used for Reserve members who haven’t drilled recently
and accrue arrearages for specific deductions such as SGLI premiums. A pay
calendar is built for all Selected Reserve (SELRES) members regardless of
whether they performed drills or Active Duty during that pay period. The
Amount Not Taken field will show the amount that was unable to be deducted.
That figure is also added to the Amount Added to Arrears field. In this
example, this Reserve member did not drill this pay period. SGLI and TSGLI
premiums could not be deducted from any earned pay so they were added to the
arrears. See Step 25 for more information on tracking arrears.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
Action
16
In this example, the Reserve member had arrears for both SGLI and TSGLI.
(cont.) The SGLI deduction of $56.00 covers the current month’s premiums of $28.00
and the arrears amount of $28.00. The Payback Amount represents the
amount of the arrears that was paid back.

17

Select the User Fields tab under Earnings and Deductions. Click View All to
see all the rows under User Fields.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
18

Action
The information provided here is tied to specific accumulator elements that will
be addressed more in Steps 26 – 27.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
19

Action
At the top of the page, select the Accumulators tab. Ensure the most recent
calendar is displayed (if not, click Last).
The Accumulator Results will display. Accumulators represent “buckets” of
cumulative values. Click View All.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
20

Action
Each accumulator is broken down into several different Periods: Segments,
Calendar Periods, Month to Date, Year to Date, and Custom Periods. See Steps
21 – 26 for more information on each of these periods.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
21

Action
Segments: A segment is a value for a specific pay calendar. In this example,
the Segment lists the values for the end-month May calendar (05/16 – 05/31).
The first group of segments shows the total amount of wages earned this pay
period that are subject to being taxed.

The next group of segments shows the amount of Disposable/Available Pay IF
a member were to incur an In-Service Debt, Fine, Child/Spousal Support,
Garnishment, or a Tax Levy. These segments are system calculated based on
standard formulas. These amounts represent what the system could deduct a
percentage from to pay off any of these debts (up to 15%).
For example, IF a member had an In-Service debt, repayment of the debt would
be 15% of the disposable income of $2500.40 each pay period until paid in full.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
Action
21
The remaining segments represent the Gross and Net Pay, Federal Income Tax
(cont.) Withholdings, Medicare deductions, and OASDI (Social Security) deductions.
Remember: Medicare ER or OASDI ER indicate employer contributions and
are not deducted from the member’s Gross Pay.

22

Calendar Period: This period shows the Federal Income Tax Withholdings
(FWT) and State Income Tax Withholdings (SWT) deducted from the
member’s pay during the specified calendar period.
It also shows the bi-monthly Estimated Advance Pay. If this member were to
request Advance Pay, a bi-monthly estimate of $2,107.77 would equate to
$4,215.54 for one month’s advance pay.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
23

Action
Month to Date: These periods show member-specific monthly contributions
and deductions such as mutual assistance loan repayments and allotments
(notice the From/Through dates cover the entire month, not just the pay
period).

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
24

Action
Year to Date: These periods show member-specific yearly contributions and
deductions (notice the From/Through dates cover the entire year, not just the
pay period). For example, this member has had $490.46 withheld from their
pay in Federal Income Taxes so far this year. Much of the data contained in the
Year to Date fields is used in preparing the end of the year W-2.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
25

Action
Custom: The custom periods show unique accumulators including the
member’s current leave balance, debt deductions, and advance balances. The
Custom period will also indicate if the member has ever sold leave within their
military career. Some of the more useful accumulators found in the Custom
period are:
• CG AC DEBT DEDUCTS: The amount shown in this field will continue to
increase until the debt is paid in full. After completion of the repayment, the
AC DEBT will remain in the custom period and will show the original
amount of the debt (see the Element Assignment by Payee (EABP) user guide
and the In-Service Debts user guide for help in researching In-Service debts).
• CG AC LEAVE SOLD: Indicates the number of leave days sold throughout
the member’s career.
• CG AC MGIB: Indicates the member’s Montgomery GI Bill balance.
• LEAVE ENT_BAL: The most recent end-month calendar is the best place
to view a member’s current leave balance. For example, this member
currently has a leave balance of 80 days.
NOTE: Disregard the date shown in the Custom Period. The date,
01/01/2004, is a default from when the system was developed and cannot be
changed.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
Action
25
The Custom Periods also show FSGLI, SGLI and TSGLI arrears (debts) and
(cont.) pre-payments for Reservists. If a Reservist has submitted a pre-payment to
PPC for SGLI, FSGLI, and/or TSGLI, it will be recorded here in the Custom
Period. This allows a Reservist to keep their SGLI premiums current during a
non-drilling period. If a Reserve member drills, the deductions will be taken
from their current earned pay and the balance of any pre-payments will remain
untouched until needed or returned to the Reserve member. Reservists who
want any remaining pre-payment credits returned to them, must submit a
Trouble Ticket requesting a refund.
Positive Amounts = Arrears (debt)

Negative Amounts = Pre-payment (credit)

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
26

Action
Click the User Keys tab under Accumulators to view additional information or
click the Expand All icon to view all the columns available under
Accumulators. This is especially helpful when researching In-Service Debts.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
27

Action
The User Keys provide the CG Tax Identification number used on the W-2
forms. The User Keys also provide the State Tax Withholding (if any) in the
Calendar Period of the Accumulators. For example, this Reserve member is
currently having New York (NY) state taxes deducted from their pay.

Continued on next page
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Pay Calculation Results, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
28

Action
The Supporting Elements tab contains information used mostly for
programming and will not be of much use to the SPO or P&A user.
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar
Introduction

This section provides an overview of an off-cycle pay calendar and how
to locate it in Direct Access (DA).

Criteria for
Off-Cycle
Payments

A member may be authorized an off-cycle payment if they meet each of
the following criteria:
• The member is underpaid $100.00 or more in their semi-monthly pay,
and
• The pay shortage amounts to 10% or more of the member’s total pay
entitlements, and
• The member is not scheduled to receive the reimbursement of the pay
shortage in their next scheduled payday, and
• The pay shortage is causing the member to experience a financial
hardship.

Procedures

See below.

Step
1

2

Action
Select Pay Calculations Results from the Pay Processing Shortcuts pagelet.

Enter the member’s Empl ID and click Search.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
3

Action
A list of the member’s available pay calendars will display. Off-cycle pay
calendars display with a Calendar Group ID beginning with OFF20XXXXXX.
Click the off-cycle Calendar Group ID to open the pay calendar.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
4

Action
The off-cycle pay calendar will display. Click the Earnings and Deductions
tab.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
5

Action
Select the most recent calendar by clicking Last within the Calendar
Information group.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
6

Action
Click View All to display the entire list of Element Results under Earnings and
Deductions.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
7

Action
Off-cycle payments will always be retroactive. Retro payments are easily
identifiable by the Element Name beginning with DELTA.
Click the Retro Adjustments tab.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
8

Action
The retro payment will be displayed in the Calculation Adjustment column and
may display as a positive or negative number (see chart below for an explanation
of the amounts).
Element
Positive Amount
Negative Amount
Type
Earnings
Amount paid to member
Amount deducted from
(ex. DELTA IDT 566.10)
member
(ex. DELTA BAH -566.10)
Deductions
Amount deducted from
Amount paid to member
member (ex. SGLI 28.00)
(ex. SGLI -28.00)
Click the Adjustment Detail link to view the details of the retro adjustment.

Continued on next page
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Off-Cycle Pay Calendar, Continued

Procedures,
continued

Step
9

10

Action
The Delta Details will display for the selected Element Name. Click View All
(if there is more than one entry).

The Source Calendar ID identifies the pay calendar the approved transaction
affected even though the member was paid on an off-cycle pay calendar. In this
example, the member was paid BAH for the End-month August pay calendar in
the amount of $637.00. The Delta Details provide a breakdown of this payment:
$682.50 - $45.50 = $637.00).
Click Return to return to Retro Adjustments.
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar
Introduction

This section provides a closer look at Slice Dates and a Segmented Pay
Calendar in Direct Access (DA).

Slice Dates

Slice Begin Date – The first date within the pay period the element is
earned or deducted. This is generally the first day of the pay period but
may fall somewhere within the pay period depending on when it was
earned or deducted. For example, a Reservist who started Active Duty
orders on May 22, 2019 will see a Slice Begin Date of 05/22/2019.
Slice End Date – The last date within the pay period the element is
earned or deducted. This is generally the last day of the pay period but
may fall somewhere within the pay period depending on when the
entitlement was stopped or no longer deducted. For example, a Reservist
who ended Active Duty orders on May 28, 2019 will see a Slice End
Date of 05/28/2019.

Segmented Pay
Calendar

A Segmented Pay Calendar is not to be confused with the Segment
Periods discussed in the first section of this guide. A Segmented Pay
Calendar indicates the member’s pay entitlements changed within the pay
period, resulting in two separate pay calendars within the same pay cycle.

Example #1:
Back to Back
Reserve Active
Duty Orders

This first example shows what Back to Back Reserve Active Duty orders
look like in Pay Calculation Results when processed timely, sequentially,
and accurately. (See the Understanding Reserve Pay Processing user
guide for more information on timely, sequentially, and accurately.)

This member had consecutive Active Duty orders where one set ended
and the next set began in the middle of a pay cycle. Because the orders
ended and began in the middle of a pay cycle, the pay calendar is
segmented to account for the entitlements assigned to each set of orders.
Following the procedures provided in the first section of this guide,
navigate to the most current pay calendar. If the pay calendar displays a
Segment Number 2, we know there is another segment of the pay
calendar to review.
Continued on next page
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar, Continued

Example #1:
Back to Back
Reserve Active
Duty Orders,
continued

In this example, this ‘segment’ of pay is the start of the second set of
orders. Take a look at the Slice Begin Date; this is the first day of the
second set of Active Duty orders. To see the pay associated with the
previous set of orders that ended on the 18th, we need to go back one
page on the calendar. To do this, click the back arrow in Calendar
Information.

Continued on next page
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar, Continued

Example #1:
Back to Back
Reserve Active
Duty Orders,
continued

Notice the Slice End Date is the last day of the first set of Active Duty
orders from 03/04/2019 – 08/18/2019. This is the next to last calendar
and the first ‘segment’ of the pay for this pay period. Notice the slice
dates cover the start of the pay period through to the end of the first set of
Active Duty orders.

Continued on next page
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar, Continued

Example #1:
Back to Back
Reserve Active
Duty Orders,
continued

This is what the Payslip for this pay calendar looks like. While there
were two separate segments of the pay calendar because the member was
on two separate sets of AD orders during the same pay period, the
member received one payslip showing both payments. Notice the
amounts associated with each segment of the pay calendar have their
own line item.

(Slice dates 08/19-08/31), Segment 2
(Slice dates 08/16-08/18), Segment 1
(Slice dates 08/19-08/31), Segment 2
(Slice dates 08/16-08/18), Segment 1
(Slice dates 08/16-08/18), Segment 1
(Slice dates 08/19-08/31), Segment 2
(Slice dates 08/19-08/31), Segment 2
(Slice dates 08/16-08/18), Segment 1

(Slice dates 08/19-08/31), Segment 1
(Slice dates 08/16-08/18), Segment 2

Continued on next page
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar, Continued
Example #2:
Officer
Integration

This example follows a Reserve officer integrating into the regular
Active Duty component. The date of rank, as assigned by the
appointment letter sent to both the member and the Command, is
05/02/19.

Notice the Segment Number and Slice Dates: The most recent calendar
covers 05/02/19 – 05/15/19. Because the member integrated from the
Reserve component to the Active Duty component after the pay cycle
had begun, the member has TWO pay calendars in which they will
receive payment for.

Continued on next page
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar, Continued

Example #2:
Officer
Integration,
continued

On this pay calendar page (page 63 of 64), the member was still a
Reservist on EAD orders. Notice the Segment Number and Slice Dates.
The Slice dates only cover 05/01/19, the last day of EAD.

Continued on next page
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Slice Dates and Segmented Pay Calendar, Continued

Example #2:
Officer
Integration,
continued

This is what the Payslip for this pay calendar looks like. While there
were two separate segments of the pay calendar because the member was
assigned to two separate components during the same pay period, the
member received one payslip showing both payments. Notice the
amounts associated with each segment of the pay calendar have their
own line item.

(Slice dates 05/01), Segment 1
(Slice dates 05/02-05/15), Segment 2
(Slice dates 05/01), Segment 1
(Slice dates 05/02-05/15), Segment 2
(Slice dates 05/01), Segment 1
(Slice dates 05/02-05/15), Segment 2

(Slice dates, 05/01), Segment 1
(Slice dates, 05/0-05/15), Segment 2
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Absence Data
Introduction

This section provides the procedures to view the breakdown of the
member’s leave usage in Direct Access (DA).
For additional information on viewing a member’s current leave balance,
see Step 25 of the Pay Calculation Results section of this guide or the
Viewing Member’s Leave Balance user guide.

Leave Usage

Leave usage displayed in the Absence Data includes:
• Chargeable absences
• Non-chargeable absences
• Travel Take (includes non-chargeable PCS – Travel Time and PCS –
Proceed Time)

Procedures

See below.

Step
1

2

Action
Select Pay Calculation Results from the Pay Processing Shortcuts pagelet.

Enter the member’s Empl ID and click Search.

Continued on next page
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Procedures,
continued

Step
3

Action
Select the most recent end-month pay calendar from the Search Results.

4

The Calendar Group Results tab will display. Click Absence Data under
Additional Results Pages.

Continued on next page
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Procedures,
continued

Step
5

Action
Depending on when the leave was taken, it may be necessary to scroll through
the calendars. Click Next in List to scroll through the calendars and review the
Absence Daily Data that populates.
For this example, we want to review the absence data for the month of July, so
we need to scroll to the member’s July Absence Taken calendars to view the
leave processed as part of their PCS.

6

In this example, the member took leave in conjunction with their PCS performed
in July. It may be necessary to click View All under Absence Daily Data to
display all Leave Elements.

Continued on next page
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Procedures,
continued

Step
7

Action
The expanded list shows all the absence data for this pay period.
In this example, we can see the member was authorized a Delay Enroute for
07/26/20 – 07/31/20 which does not affect the member’s leave balance. The
member was charged leave from 07/16/20 – 07/25/20 and we can see the
member’s leave Entitlement Balance reduce as each day as leave is charged.
Click Next in List to move to the next calendar (in this case, the mid-month July
calendar).

Continued on next page
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Procedures,
continued

Step
8

Action
Here we can see the member was charged leave for 07/14/20 and 07/15/20.
Continue to click Next in List to view more calendars, click Return to Search
to review absence data for another member, or click Return to Main Result
Pages to view the Earnings and Deductions for this member.
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